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1. ABSTRACT

Mycoplasmas are possible HIV cofactors, contributing to the evolution of AIDS. Our knowledge about mycoplasma prevalence in HIV-infected subjects has considerably increased due to the development of specific detection assays. A new mycoplasma, Mycoplasma penetrans, has been identified and has been shown to be associated with HIV infection, at least among individuals with homosexual practices. We and others investigated the properties of M. fermentans and M. penetrans concerning cell colonization, cell invasion and cytopathogenicity. The molecular components which are involved in the interaction between these bacteria and immune cells are beginning to be identified and characterized. Membrane lipoproteins of these wall-less prokaryotes are key components in their interaction with B cells and surface capsular material may contribute to their defense from the host immune response.

2. INTRODUCTION

HIV-infection is associated with chronic but not maximal activation of the immune system (for review see 1). The persistence of virus replication throughout the course of HIV disease may contribute to the maintenance of this state of immune activation. The latter is directly linked to the rate of HIV replication because retroviral infection of new cells is facilitated by cellular activation and also HIV replication is initiated in cells latently infected with the virus by cell activation. There is now considerable evidence that the quantity of virus in plasma is predictive of the evolution of the disease (2).

HIV-1 replication in vitro is facilitated by T cell activation and therefore by several co-infectious
agents, including mycobacteria, Salmonella spp. (3), Leishmania donovani (4). However, little is known about the ability of antigenic stimulation to augment HIV-1 replication in vivo. Recent studies have shown that vaccination of HIV-1 infected individuals is followed by a transient increase in HIV replication (5-7). Therefore, an antigenic stimulation produced by infectious micro-organisms is likely to produce a similar increase in HIV replication that may last as long as the infection persists. Silent mycoplasmal infections could act in this way as HIV cofactors (8). This putative role of mycoplasmas (trivial names for members of the class Mollicute) in the evolution of HIV disease is not restrictive and they may also facilitate the transmission of HIV.

Indeed, numerous studies have established that ulcerative or non-ulcerative sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) favor homosexual and heterosexual HIV transmission (9-11). Urogenital mycoplasmas may thus facilitate local HIV acquisition. Although heterosexual transmission is currently the major mode of HIV infection worldwide, the contribution to the epidemic of the mother-to-child transmission is increasing, notably in Africa and South-East Asia. Vertical transmission is possible in utero and through breastfeeding, but is believed to be mostly during delivery. The mother's HIV infection stage (CD4+ cell count and viral load) is highly predictive of the probability of transmission. Other factors have also been implicated but to a lesser degree. In particular, sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) were proposed to increase the transmission of HIV during pregnancy and the treatment of these STDs may reduce vertical transmission (12). Urogenital mycoplasmas, in particular Ureaplasma urealyticum, are a common cause of chorioamnionitis and are vertically transmitted (13, 14). They may thus facilitate vertical HIV-transmission.

3. IN VITRO SYNERGY BETWEEN HIV AND MYCOPLASMAS CELL KILLING ACTIVITY

Interaction between mycoplasmas and HIV was first suggested by in vitro observations following the addition of antibiotics to HIV infected-cell lines. Independently, Lemaître et al. (15) and Nozaki-Renard et al. (16) observed that the cytopathic effect of HIV was considerably reduced when tetracyclines or fluoroquinolone were added to mycoplasmas contaminated- and HIV-infected CEM cells. Lo et al. (17) and Lemaître et al. (18) demonstrated synergy increased cell death between HIV and the mycoplasmas Mycoplasma fermentans, M. penetrans, M. pirum, and M. arginini. This effect was observed when mycoplasmas were added to HIV-infected cell lines including lymphocytic CEM and the promonocytic U937 and THP1. Lemaître et al. (18) described this synergy for individual cell lysis rather than syncytia formation, whereas Lo et al. (17) reported the disappearance of HIV-associated syncytia formation in the presence of M. fermentans. In contrast, Chowdhury et al. (19) found increased HIV-infected MOLT-4 syncytia formation when extracts from the mollicute Acholeplasma laidlawii were added.

The molecular mechanism of this synergy is unknown. Quantitative analysis of electron micrographs of HIV-infected MOLT-4 cells indicates that HIV and M. fermentans tend to infect same cells (p<0.001) and that they attach to the same regions of the cell surface (in 90% of cases) (20). Possibly mycoplasmas have a direct effect on HIV attachment, entry and virion release. There is also evidence that mycoplasmas enhance HIV replication: M. pneumoniae, M. genitalium, and M. fermentans cause an increased rate in the viral replication (measured by RT and P24 assay) when added to infected human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (21). Similarly, Chowdhury et al. (22) showed that heat-treated A. laidlawii extracts increased the HIV replication rate (by 45-fold) in both promonocytic J22HL-60 and U937 cells, and in monoblastic U1 cells. This stimulation involved a cellular signal transduction pathway implicating protein kinase C, as demonstrated by utilizing a specific inhibitor for this enzyme.

Oxidative stress results in a transactivation of HIV-LTR (23, 24), and various mycoplasma species (M. fermentans, M. pirum, M. penetrans, and U. urealyticum) enhance the HIV-LTR-dependent gene expression (25). Consequentially increased HIV replication could, at least in part, be due to the production of reactive oxygen intermediates following cell infection with mycoplasmas (26, 27).

4. MYCOPLASMAS ISOLATION FROM HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS

Simultaneous with the publication of these in vitro observations, the isolation and detection of mycoplasmas in HIV-infected subjects was reported by various groups. M. fermentans was the first mycoplasma species reported to be invasive in AIDS patients. The first isolate, named incognitus, was identified as a strain of M. fermentans (28-31). In our laboratory, mycoplasma strains including M. fermentans (AOU) and M. pirum (BER) were isolated from blood of HIV seropositive patients (18). In another study, M. fermentans was isolated from the
Figure 1: Ultrastructural morphology of *M. penetrans*. A *M. penetrans* organism indicated by the arrow is shown within the cytoplasm, inside a vacuole of an lymphocyte experimentally infected with the mycoplasma. The insert shows a single *M. penetrans* cell from an *in vitro* culture; the thin section was treated with ruthenium red which reveals external layer of the capsule-like material. In both electron micrographs, the bar represents 300nm.

Urine of two of 43 patients and seven were PCR-positive for this mycoplasma (32). The low sensitivity of culture as compared to PCR is a common characteristic of some mycoplasma species which are known to be extremely fastidious and therefore difficult to grow. This property is also exemplified by results from another study in which *M. fermentans*, identified using specific antiserum, could be cultured for one passage from several of urine samples collected from HIV-infected subjects, but subcultures failed to grow (33). Prior to these observations, *M. fermentans* was considered as a species rarely isolated from the human urogenital tract. It has been implicated in rheumatoid arthritis although the evidence is conflicting. Indeed recently published data indicate that the putative association with arthritic diseases remains under investigation (34).

*M. penetrans* was initially isolated from urine of six HIV seropositive male homosexuals (35, 36). To date, *M. penetrans* has only been isolated from HIV-infected subjects although epidemiological studies (see below) have indicated its presence in other HIV-seronegative subjects. This novel mycoplasma has an elongated flask shape with a terminal structure as shown in Figure 1.

Under the electron microscope, two distinct compartments are observed: a densely packed tip-like structure and a broader body compartment with a more heterogeneous cytoplasm structure. A similar morphology has been described for another mycoplasma, *M. iowae*, a poultry pathogen. Comparative analysis of 16S rRNA genes indicates that *M. penetrans* and *M. iowae* are phylogenetically related (37).

5. PREVALENCE OF MYCOPLASMAS IN HIV-INFECTED SUBJECTS

It was difficult to evaluate the prevalence of these mycoplasmas (*M. fermentans* and *M. penetrans*) in HIV-infected subjects from the initial studies based on isolation procedures, because control groups were not always included and the number of recruited patients was limited. Various epidemiological studies were undertaken concomitantly with the development of detection methods including direct procedures such as immuno-histochemistry and PCR-based assays, or indirect methods such as enzyme-linked immuno-sorbent assay (ELISA) and Western blotting (WB) for anti-mycoplasma antibodies in patients' sera.

5.1. Immuno-histochemistry evidence of mycoplasmas in tissues from AIDS patients

The presence of *M. fermentans* in AIDS patients was first reported in immuno-histochemistry studies (29, 38, 39) (see Table 1). The work of Lo *et al.* (29) indicated the frequent presence of *M. fermentans* in numerous tissues of patients dying with AIDS. Another group reported a much lower prevalence with only one patient out of 42 being positive at autopsy for this mycoplasma (38). Mycoplasma antigen was detected in spleen, liver and bone marrow of this patient whereas the brain, heart, testis and lymph nodes were negative. From these autopsy investigations, it is very difficult to evaluate the significance of the presence of *M. fermentans* in tissues of patients who died with an extensive destruction of their immune system.

*M. fermentans* has also been detected by immuno-histochemistry and electron microscopy in renal tissue taken at autopsy from a series of patients with AIDS (39). Twenty patients out of 203 had evidence of AIDS-associated nephropathy (AAN) and
### Table 1: M. fermentans identification and isolation in HIV-infected subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Identification or Isolation</th>
<th>Number of positives/site or tested site</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Immuno-histochemistry | 23/24 | Thymus 4/4  
Liver 4/10  
Lymph nodes 2/2  
Spleen 6/8  
Brain 6/8  
Placenta 2/2 | 29 |
|                   | 15/30 | Kidneys | 39 |
|                   | 0/5 HIV- | | |
|                   | 1/42 | Spleen 1/26  
Liver 1/31  
Marrow 1/1 | 38 |
|                   | 0/3 HIV- | | |
| Serology          | 6/30; 2/50 HIV- | Serum | 85 |
|                   | 15%; 1.3% HIV- | Serum | 41 |
|                   | 8/126 | Serum | 86 |
|                   | 14/180 (7.8%) | Urine | 33 |
|                   | 0/38 HIV- | | |
|                   | 11/39 (28%) | Serum | 87 |
| PCR               | 7/10 | Spleen 3/4  
Lymph nodes 1/2  
Liver 2/2  
Brain 2/3  
PBMCs 1/2  
Kaposi’s Sarcoma 1/1 | 28 |
|                   | 6/55 (11%) | PBMCs | 42 |
|                   | 10/43 (23% and 5% isolation from culture) | Urine | 32 |
|                   | 0/50 HIV- | | |
|                   | 12/105 (11.4%) | Throat | 43 |
|                   | 6/105 (5.7%) | Genital Swab | |
|                   | 6/105 (5.7%) | PBMCs | |
|                   | 2/105 (1.9%) | PBMCs+Throat | |
|                   | 2/105 (1.9%) | PBMCs+Genital Swab | |
|                   | 12/117 (10%) | PBMCs | 44 |
|                   | 15/65 (23%) | Throat | |
|                   | 4/55 (8%) | Urine | |
|                   | 30% HIV- | 3 sites | |

**PBMCs:** Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells
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5.2. PCR-based detection of mycoplasmas

A M. fermentans-specific PCR detection assay was developed by Wang et al. (41). Various studies using this assay report approximately the same M. fermentans prevalence, about 10%, in peripheral blood from HIV-infected patients (42-44) (table 1). Interestingly, M. fermentans was also detected in throat and genital specimens whereas M. genitalium and M. pneumoniae were not detected in these sites or in blood samples (44); (43). However, it seems that M. fermentans is not a common respiratory pathogen in AIDS patients because it was not detected in or cultured from bronchoalveolar lavages from HIV-infected subjects (45). The M. fermentans prevalence in blood from HIV seronegative individuals was evaluated in various control groups: M. fermentans was found in 9% of 73 seronegative patients that consulted for sexually-transmitted diseases (44), whereas Hawkins et al. (42) did not detect this mycoplasma in any of 26 blood donors.

These results are in apparent contradiction with those from another study which reports no evidence for mycoplasmas in peripheral blood mononuclear cells from HIV-infected subjects (46). However, these authors used a PCR assay with mycoplasma genus-specific primers for which the sensitivity of M. fermentans detection was not provided. Therefore, it is likely that these negative results were due to a lack of sensitivity rather than the absence of mycoplasma.

5.3. Seroprevalence of M. penetrans and M. fermentans

5.3.1. M. penetrans:

Serological assays were developed, on an empirical basis, for the detection of M. penetrans-specific antibodies (47). The antigen preparation used is a Triton X-114 extract of mycoplasma cells, containing 2 major polypeptides of apparent molecular mass of 35 (P35) and 38 kDa (P38) (47). P35 and P38 are lipoproteins and the amino acid sequence deduced from p35 gene sequence contains a signal sequence (V21ATVPVIVSSC31) with a specific acylation site (48). The paper of Grau et al. (49) brought some confusion to the nomenclature by designating P35 and P38 as P38 and P42, respectively. In addition, the criteria for defining a M. penetrans-positive serum differs between the 2 groups: whereas a positive ELISA result is sufficient

**Figure 2:** Comparison of results from epidemiological studies about the M. penetrans seroprevalence. The associations between M. penetrans seroprevalence and HIV infection, or development of Kaposi’s sarcoma, or groups of HIV transmission are shown in panels A, B and C, respectively. HIV-/+: HIV seronegative/seropositive subjects. A, B and C are the stages of HIV infection. KS-positive/negative: patient positive/negative for Kaposi’s sarcoma STD: patients attending clinic for sexually transmitted diseases IVDUs: intravenous drug users.
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for Wang et al. (47), Grau et al. (49) propose that this must be confirmed by reactivity for P35.

The initial study of Wang et al. (47), as shown on Figure 2, established that 40% of AIDS patients and 20% of asymptomatic HIV infected patients were M. penetrans seropositive, whereas only 0.9% of STD patients and 0.3% of blood donors were M. penetrans seropositive. An association between M. penetrans and HIV infections was therefore suggested. However, others propose rather an association between this mycoplasma and homosexual practices (50). An epidemiological study by the same group indicated that HIV-infected male homosexuals whether suffering from AIDS or asymptomatic were much more frequently M. penetrans seropositive than other risk exposure categories (1% for intravenous drug users, and 0.6% among haemophiliacs) (51). The M. penetrans seroprevalence among French patients is lower: 18% of HIV-infected patients and 1.3% of HIV-seronegative patients were found to be M. penetrans seropositive (Figure 2). Both studies were consistent with an association between HIV and M. penetrans and suggest an association between homosexual behaviour and M. penetrans, and demonstrate that M. penetrans seroprevalence increases with progression of the disease. However, the two studies differ about the association between M. penetrans and Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS): Wang et al. (51) found an association, whereas Grau et al. (49) did not.

A novel herpes virus, HHV8, has been detected in all KS lesions tested and its detection in the blood is predictive of KS development. This has changed our view of the genesis of the disease (52, 53). Whether M. penetrans also contributes to or facilitates KS development is unclear.

5.3.2. M. fermentans

There is little data available concerning the serological response to M. fermentans. Unlike for M. penetrans, no serological assay has been specifically developed for this species. Without indicating the method of detecting antibodies, it was reported that 15% of HIV-infected patients vs. 1.3% of HIV-seronegative individuals were M. fermentans-seropositive (51). Other serological studies based on growth or metabolic inhibition have given varied results, which are difficult to interpret (Table 1).

6. M. Fermentans AND M. Penetrans CYTOPATHOGENICITY

We will not review all the possible mechanisms of mycoplasma virulence which have been discussed elsewhere (26). We will focus on cell invasion and attachment.

6.1. Cell invasion

Initial studies of the interaction between HIV and mycoplasmas were based on the view that the bacteria were exclusively extracellular parasites. However, the work of Lo et al. (28) caused several investigators to reevaluate this view and several mycoplasma species were subsequently found intracellularly. The demonstration of their capacity to survive and to replicate in the host cell cytoplasm was hampered by the fact that classical techniques used for the quantitative study of entry for other eubacteria such as Shigella spp. or Listeria spp. are not directly transposable to mycoplasmas. Indeed, the two classes of antibiotics (tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones) which are the most effective in vitro against mycoplasmas are known to penetrate the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells, and cannot therefore be used for selective elimination of extracellular microorganisms. In addition, the standard method used for releasing intracellular bacteria from the eukaryotic cells involves Triton X-100. As mycoplasmas are sensitive to this neutral detergent, it is unsuitable for their isolation.

Taylor Robinson et al. (54) performed an electron microscopy study using a combination of ruthenium red staining and immuno-gold labeling to document M. fermentans (strains incognitus and PG18) invasion of Hela cell cultures. The mycoplasma was found in the cytoplasmic fraction or membrane-bound vacuoles of experimentally infected cells. These observations have been confirmed by other investigators (36, 55). This invasive ability could account at least in part for the cytopathic effects of this mycoplasma but it remains unclear if various mycoplasmas found in vacuoles result from microbial replication or from multiple cell invasion. Indeed, it has not been demonstrated that intracellular mycoplasmas are alive and can replicate. In another study in which the M. fermentans cytopathogenicity was evaluated for tracheal tissue in vitro and in vivo, there were large difference between the capacity of different strains of M. fermentans to induce ciliostasis and their cytopathic effect (56). M. fermentans incognitus was found to be more invasive than other strains. However it has been propagated much less than other strains. Therefore, the difference in cytopathogenicity might be due to loss of virulence during in vitro passages.

The invasive properties of M. penetrans were evidenced from its initial characterization, hence its name (36, 35). A novel technique was...
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proposed to quantify *M. penetrans* cell invasion: a combination of gentamycin and Triton X-100 at low concentration kills extracellular mycoplasmas (8 log decrease) without affecting the intracellular microbes (57). Although it is reported that Triton X-100 treatment greatly potentiates gentamycin activity treatment, the choice of this antibiotic is surprising because *M. penetrans* has been shown to be resistant to gentamycin (58). However, using this method Andreev et al. (57) reported that *M. penetrans* internalization, but not cell attachment, was abolished by cytochalasin D, an inhibitor of actin polymerization, and significantly affected by tyrosine kinase inhibitors including staurosporin and genistein. Furthermore, *M. penetrans* cell entry was associated with the phosphorylation of a cell protein of 145 kDa, but not of the Hp90 protein, as for *E. coli* entry. *M. penetrans* cell entry has also been studied by confocal microscopy (59), which reveals that all mycoplasmas are internalized only 2 hours after infection, and *M. penetrans* attachment and entry induce large local rearrangements of the cellular cytoskeleton. This was confirmed by others who demonstrated that *M. penetrans* attachment modifies the distribution of tubulin, a-actinin and aggregated phosphorylated cellular proteins (60).

6.2. Mycoplasm adherence to host cells

Both anti-*M. penetrans* antibodies and trypsin treatment inhibits bacterial attachment to HEp-2 cells, suggesting the involvement of microbial proteins (such as adhesins) in the cytadherence process (60). Bacterial attachment is also strongly reduced by metaperiodate and neuraminidase treatment of mycoplasmas, implicating surface sugars containing sialic acid in bacterial cytadherence, as suggested elsewhere (57). To try to identify the eukaryotic receptor for *M. penetrans* a cell-blotting technique was used (60). Biotin-labeled *M. penetrans* were found to bind fibronectin and this binding was not inhibited when mycoplasmas were preincubated with a 70 kDa fragment of fibronectin containing the heparin-gelatin binding domain, nor by the RGD peptide. The mycoplasma factors recognizing this putative receptor were isolated by affinity chromatography with immobilized fibronectin. A 65 kDa protein (P65) was thereby obtained. In addition, several other mycoplasma polypeptides (18 kDa, 28 kDa, 32 kDa, 36 kDa, 39 kDa, and 41 kDa) also bound HEp-2 cells on blots.

*M. penetrans* cell adhesion appears to be cell line-independent as it attaches to HEp-2, Hela, Wi38-VA13 and NCM/SM cells. This is consistent with the possibility that *M. penetrans* binds common cell surface proteins, such as fibronectin, as has been shown for the syphilis spirochete and *Candida* spp.

The P36, P39, and P41 HEp2-binding proteins from *M. penetrans* may be lipid associated membrane proteins (LAMPS, 47). In particular, the lipoprotein P35 which can be extracted with Triton X-114 is a candidate for the P36 described by Giron et al. (60). The attachment of *M. penetrans* to eukaryotic cell seems to implicate both bacterial adhesins and surface sugars. This is not surprising as *M. penetrans* cells are surrounded by a polysaccharide capsule-like material that we have partly characterized (61).

7. MYCOPLASMA INTERACTIONS WITH THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

The level of immune activation is a key factor in HIV disease progression. Analysis of the mechanisms by which, and indeed whether, mycoplasmas modulate the host immune functions would therefore advance our understanding of their role, if any, as AIDS disease cofactors. Mycoplasma infections are generally chronic and the humoral arm of the immune host response includes in particular the production of antibodies against membrane lipoproteins. The persistence of these infections is probably due to mycoplasmas expressing two mechanisms: antigenic surface variation, a mechanism which would allow immune escape, and/or molecular mimicry of the host.

7.1. Immune cell activators

Numerous mycoplasmas, as whole organisms, are immune cells activators. They are mitogenic *in vitro* for lymphocytes, induce B-cell differentiation and trigger secretion of cytokines including interleukin-1 (IL-1), IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), interferons, and granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF). These results were obtained with cells from various host species including human, rat, mouse and guinea pig (for review and references see (62)).

Viable *M. penetrans* induces a complete cellular immune response, including proliferation, blastogenesis and expression of activation markers by T lymphocytes from healthy or HIV infected patients (63). Furthermore, heat-inactivated *M. fermentans* and *M. penetrans* retain some stimulating properties and various molecular components responsible for these effects have recently been or are being identified. Indeed, membrane extracts containing lipoproteins from these two mycoplasmas trigger
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cellular proliferation, secretion of cytokines, TNF-a, IL-1 and IL-6, and IgG and IgM secretion from mouse splenocytes (64), human myelomonocytic cell lines and monocytes (65-67). A mycoplasma extract highly enriched in lipoproteins can be prepared with Triton X-114. However free membrane lipids and capsule components are also co-extracted and therefore, the effects of such extracts cannot be exclusively attributed to lipoproteins unless appropriate control experiments are performed. A protein fraction from M. fermentans and M. penetrans kills non-differentiated myelomonocytic cells whereas no similar has been observed for similar extract from other mycoplasma species (65). This killing requires the presence of actinomycin D and resembles apoptosis. However, it differs from TNF-induced death and does not act via the cell surface receptor CD95/Fas/Apo-1. The physiological significance of this finding is unknown because the mycoplasmas by themselves have not been shown to induce apoptosis.

We have studied the molecular interactions between spiralin, a mycoplasma lipoprotein, and immune cells. Spiralin was chosen because of its availability in a highly pure form and free of detergent, in a micellar structure (68). Spiralin polyclonally stimulated B-cells from mouse splenocytes (69), similar to the B-cell activation by an LPS-independent pathway reported for various bacterial lipoproteins such as Braun's lipoprotein of E. coli, OspA and OspB of Borrelia burgdorferi or the Treponema pallidum lipoproteins (70-73). Mycoplasma lipoproteins are potent immunogens and are major components of the mycoplasmal membranes. This is consistent with the strong and specific humoral response that develops against them during natural infections (74, 51). Non-protein membrane components have also been shown to be involved in the mycoplasma-associated activation. They include M. fermentans-derived high-molecular-weight material (MDHM) and a recently identified M. penetrans glycolipid fraction (GLF). MDHM induces strong IL-6 secretion from murine and human macrophages, and a cytolysis in murine thymocytes but does not induce a proliferative response of murine splenic cells (75-77). GLF is a strong mitogenic and induces differentiation of B-cells, and release of IgG and IgM. It does not induce the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1 and IL-6) from mouse splenocytes and thus differs from mycoplasmal lipoproteins (61).

7.2. Antigenic surface variation and immune escape

Various mycoplasma species undergo antigenic variation, a mechanism by which they alter their surface architecture to evade immune recognition (78). However, the relationship between antigenic variation and mycoplasmal virulence is unknown (79).

The best documented case of mycoplasmal antigen variation is the M. hyorhinis variable lipoproteins (Vlp)s. Vlp s genes corresponding genes encode proteins with characteristic C-terminal regions, the size of which varies due to insertion or deletion of intragenic repeats (80). Some Vlp s have also been identified in M. fermentans (81), but there is no evidence for such proteins in M. penetrans. The P35 gene region contains direct and inverted repeated sequences which could allow antigenic variation through homologous recombination (48). Highly variable surface structure is a property common to several mycoplasma species (79, 82). Antigenic variability may explain the chronicity of mycoplasmal infection and thus further information on this issue would be valuable.

7.3. Molecular mimicry

Another mechanism often involved in immune system escape is molecular mimicry by structures of the parasite for its host. In contrast with its strong mitogenic properties toward mouse splenocytes, M. penetrans GLF had no effect on human PBMCs of 15 donors in vitro. This strongly suggests molecular mimicry of the GLF for the sugars exposed on human cell surfaces. Indeed, this is coherent with the lack of humoral response toward this compound in M. penetrans-infected patients, although GLF-immunized rabbits and macaques developed a humoral response (61). Possibly GLF, recently characterized as a capsule-like material, protects M. penetrans from host phagocytosis.

Another type of mycoplasmal molecular mimicry of eukaryote structures was proposed for the P1 adhesin of M. pneumoniae to evade the induction of adherence inhibiting antibodies, and this may influence the pathogenesis of the infection (83).

Altogether, there is various evidence for complex cellular and molecular activation of the immune system by mycoplasmas. Mycoplasma interactions with the immune cells involve proteins, lipoproteins and glycolipids, each having a particular effect on host cells to induce cellular and/or humoral responses. Moreover, lipoproteins were found in numerous mycoplasmal species, whereas MDHM and GLF have only been identified in M. fermentans and M. penetrans, respectively. Therefore, any conclusions about their influence on immune cells cannot be extended to all the mycoplasma species.
8. PERSPECTIVE

Other than the association between *M. fermentans* and AIDS-associated nephropathy, the pathogenic potential of this mycoplasma in AIDS patients is not defined. In patients not infected with HIV, there are reports indicating it is associated with a flu-like illness, with respiratory distress syndrome and/or systemic disease with multiple organ failure (17, 55, 84). In a few of the described cases, erythromycin treatment was ineffective whereas administration of doxycycline, at least in one patient, was followed by cure (17); these observations correspond to the antibiotic sensitivity of *M. fermentans* (resistant to erythromycin and sensitive to doxycycline) consistent with an etiologic role for the mycoplasma in these patients’ diseases. Finally the pathogenic role of this mycoplasma in HIV-seropositive subjects and in patients with respiratory disease or with various types of arthritis is being investigated by several groups.

One of the major difficulties in evaluating the pathogenic role of *M. penetrans* in humans is that its cannot easily be recovered or cultured from clinical samples. Although it has been detected in a large number of patients, its presence is not associated with any particular disease or symptoms. Presumably *M. penetrans* like most mycoplasma species, can behave as a commensal. In view of its cytopathic properties, it would be surprising if *M. penetrans* were not also an opportunistic agent at least.

The putative involvement of *M. penetrans* and *M. fermentans* as cofactors of HIV disease is currently being tested by epidemiological longitudinal studies and using the SIV infected macaque model.
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